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Who we are…

• Martin Hannigan
  marty@verneglobal.com

• Louis Lee
  louie@equinix.com

• Jason Schiller
  schiller@uu.net
Current Members

ARIN
American Registry for Internet Numbers

APNIC

LACNIC

AfriNIC
The Internet Numbers Registry for Africa

RIPE NCC
What does the ASO AC do?

- Appoints seats 9 and 10 to the ICANN Board of Directors
- Objectively processes RIR related global policies submitted from participants
- Defines operating procedures for processing global policies
- Offers advice to the ICANN Board on RIR related issues
- Certifies that global policies submitted to the process fully comply with documented RIR process development policies “PDP’s”
- Appoints a representative to the ICANN Nominating Committee
What’s happened

- **New people added to the NRO NC**
  - Jason Schiller, ARIN
  - Vincent Ngundi, AfriNIC

- **Louie ran a campaign for Chair (and won)**
  - Participated in February ICANN meeting

- **Secretariat changed from APNIC to AfriNIC**

- **The wheels are turning**
What’s happening

• 2 Global policies on the horizon
  • ASN 2 to 4 byte
  • Remaining V4 Space, N=?
• Nous allons à Paris! May ICANN meeting
• November ICANN meeting
• Procedure updates
Thanks

- Therese Colossi
  - For arranging travel and sending Ray’s christmas cards
- Network Engineers
  - You are people too
QUESTIONS?

And, thank you.

Activities of the ASO can be found at

http://aso.icann.org/